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Understanding paraspinal muscle dysfunction in low back pain:

a way forward?

Most rheumatologists would agree that low back pain
symptoms are common and that they represent a
substantial drain on national resources owing to the
associated loss of working days and the implications for
health care provision. Most trivial episodes, attributed to
soft tissue strains, and even more serious episodes,
reflecting more severe strains, usually improve
spontaneously with rest and physiotherapy. Many patients
with symptoms caused by specific mechanical
abnormalities, such as prolapsed intervertebral disc etc,
also improve with conservative treatment, though some
will require an operation. There are a number of patients,
however, whose symptoms become severe and progressive.
This problematic group includes both postoperative
patients, whose symptoms have recurred despite well
chosen and carefully executed surgery, and non-surgical
patients. The lives of affected subjects become wrecked by
symptoms of chronic low back pain and the associated
disabilities which preclude gainful employment and
normal sociosexual relationships. If all this was not bad
enough such patients are also often considered to be
malingerers, as discussed by Jayson,' and not surprisingly
they become demoralised and occasionally even suicidal.

Chronic, severe low back pain is a large and especially
challenging problem as such symptoms are highly resistant
to a long list of conventional and alternative treatments.
That these are ineffectual largely reflects the fact that the
cause of the continuing symptoms remains unknown
despite full and appropriate use of modern imaging
techniques. This lack of data has stimulated considerable
research effort, which has been undertaken to gain
aetiological insight so that future therapeutic strategies
might be more rational and hence more effective. For
instance, various anatomical and elegant immunohisto-
chemical studies in animals2 have localised nociceptor
fibres to most tissues of the lumbar spine, but the actual
fibres responsible for conveying chronic pain, or the cause
of their continued stimulation in patients with low back
pain, remains unclear. It was suggested that perineural
epidural fibrosis might have an important aetiological role,
by causing chronic nerve root irritation,35 but attempts at
correlating the degree of fibrosis with the severity of pain
symptoms proved unsuccessful.6 7 Furthermore, both
surgical and medical attempts at removing the perineural
fibrous tissue failed to improve symptoms, and it was
concluded that if perineural fibrosis is a cause of low back
pain then only intradural abnormalities are responsible8-
a hypothesis not yet evaluated.
An area under increasing scrutiny with regard to the

origin of symptoms of chronic low back pain is the role of
the paraspinal muscles. These structures are of vital
importance as they provide extrinsic stability to the lumbar
spine. This functions to protect the intrinsic, non-
contractile spinal elements from damage due to the
abnormal stresses which would be generated in them by
movement excursions outside their normal ranges, if
stability was not maintained extrinsically. In fact many
studies, using dynamometry and postural endurance
testing, have demonstrated paraspinal muscle weakness
and excess fatiguability in patients with low back pain.9-"
Such muscular dysfunction would impair spinal stability
and thereby predispose to spinal damage and low back
pain. What is the cause of this dysfunction? Disuse atrophy
might occur owing to pain induced immobility and
deconditioning. Alternatively, low back pain might more
directly cause paraspinal muscle dysfunction, in a manner
analogous to the quadriceps femoris dysfunction which
occurs in association with knee joint pathology.'2 Here,
marked quadriceps wasting and weakness can arise rapidly
because of reduced motor unit recruitment owing to fear
of pain or reflex inhibition, or both. This arthrogenous
dysfunction allows joint instability and thereby predisposes
to and perpetuates mechanical disruption-that is, a
vicious circle of damage may be generated.'2 If reflex
inhibition was a factor in patients with low back pain then
the degree of paraspinal muscle wasting might be expected
to be marked. In addition to these considerations there is
the possibility that in patients with low back pain poor
motivation may be a major cause for the impairments seen
during various studies using physical test procedures.9"11
Indeed, poor motivation might have been predictable
because a good performance during such tests might lead
to a loss of sympathy or, worse still, an alteration of
disability status and financial penalty.

In view of the importance of paraspinal muscle function,
and the likelihood that abnormalities could predispose to
or perpetuate low back pain, determining the cause of
dysfunction appears vital. Normal voluntary skeletal
muscle contractions require optimal function in all of the
hierarchical steps in the neuromuscular 'chain of
command' (fig 1), and dysfunction could result from
defects at any of these steps. To simplify this complex
subject physiologists have subclassified the causes of
muscular dysfunction as either 'central', where the prob-
lem is impaired motor unit recruitment in the brain and
spinal chord owing to poor motivation or fear of pain, or
'peripheral', where the problem lies within the contractile
apparatus itself. ' A further possible cause of non-central
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dysfunction in patients with low back pain is motor
denervation caused by nerve root damage through traction
or compression by degenerative spinal disease, peri-
operative damage, and postoperative fibrosis. Reliable
methods for physiological assessment of function have
been developed in non-spinal muscles over many years.
These include imaging to assess gross structure,
percutaneous muscle biopsy to assess cellular structure
(histology, histochemistry, immunohistochemistry, and
electron microscopy), measurement of contractile
properties to assess force and fatigue characteristics,
electromyography to assess voluntary and reflex activity,
and magnetic resonance spectroscopy to assess metabolic
processes. Which of the physiological mechanisms is
defective in patients with low back pain is unknown, but
the techniques outlined have now been adapted for
studying paraspinal muscle function.

Various anthropometric studies using computed
tomography had attempted to demonstrate paraspinal
muscles wasting in association with low back pain, but
consistently failed.'5 16 This was surprising given the
theoretical likelihood that wasting would occur. These
studies had used only absolute data, however, and they did
not employ uniform techniques or compare patients with
controls. In a more recent study, comparing paraspinal
muscle cross sectional areas in patients with recent and
chronic low back pain, differences in absolute cross

sectional areas were again undetectable, but it was noted
that the cross sectional area of the L4 vertebra correlated
well with body weight.'7 When the cross sectional area of
L4 was used as an 'internal standard', with comparisons
between subjects being made in a 'relative' manner-that
is using muscle:bone cross sectional area ratios, significant
wasting of both paraspinal and psoas muscle groups was

found and histologically confirmed in the patients with
chronic low back pain.'7 Paraspinal and psoas muscle
wasting was of a similar degree, however, and this
suggested that the cause of both was general decondition-
ing rather than muscle-specific reflex inhibition. That the
degree of radiological atrophy of either was so difficult to
show seems to confirm this conclusion.
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Figure 1 The 'command chain' of hierarchical steps required to produce
normal voluntary skeletal muscle conractions. Dysfunction may resultfrom
defects in any of these. 13.

It is possible in various skeletal muscles to assess reliably
and quantitatively the contractile properties which determine
the muscles' performance, and this is best achieved using
electrically stimulated muscle contractions as these bypass
central drive mechanisms.'3 Unfortunately, such techniques
cannot be used when studying the paraspinal muscles, and in
all the studies of patients with low back pain where impaired
performance was shown using physical tests9' only voluntary
contractions were used. Although the expensive technology
sometimes used in such studies does allow isometric,
isoinertial, and isokinetic dynanometry, it still fails to
overcome the 'sincerity of effort' problems associated with
using voluntary muscle contractions when testing patients
with low back pain. Doubts about the validity of the results
generated must therefore arise.

In view of the biomechanical difficulties which make
quantitative assessment of paraspinal muscle force and
fatigue characteristics so difficult electromyography
(EMG) has been used instead to assess function. However,
several studies showed increased paraspinal muscle EMG
activity,'8 19 other studies reduced activity,20 and yet others
no differences,2' 22 when patients with low back pain were
compared with normal subjects. These discrepancies
highlight the technical difficulties associated with EMG
measurements. Other studies showed declines in the mean
or median power frequency of paraspinal motor activation
during isometric fatiguing contractio'is. This frequency
shift appears measurable for large groups, and significant
differences between patients with low back pain and
controls were detected,23 24 but its reliability and usefulness
for an individual patient have been questioned.23 A further
difficulty arises with EMG interpretation because during
fatiguing activity or during contractions subsequent to
fatiguing activity the EMG signal may dissociate from the
force trace that is, for the same force the EMG signal
increases as a muscle fatigues. This phenomenon is
thought to occur owing to the increased central drive
required to enable a fatiguing muscle to maintain a
contraction in the face of developing fatigue induced
peripheral metabolic changes and is well recognised in
other skeletal muscles.25 How it relates to paraspinal
muscle EMG changes in patients with low back pain was
previously unknown, but since EMG does increase with
fatigue, and this in turn quantitatively reflects increases in
central drive, this phenomenon represents a potentially
useful method for indirectly assessing motivation.

Preliminary studies using surface electrodes over the
belly of the paraspinal muscles during brief isometric
contractions in normal subjects had indicated that the raw
paraspinal muscle EMG signal can be reliably and
repeatedly measured if it is first rectified and then
integrated, producing an integrated signal or iEMG.26 This
technology has been used to compare patients with chronic
non-surgical and post-surgical low back pain with normal
subjects during a standardised postural endurance test.9
Subjects performed a 60 seconds isometric hold with the
upper body (that above the anterior, superior iliac spines)
held unsupported in a horizontal and prone position, the
lower body being firmly secured to a couch with broad
straps at the buttocks and ankles. As expected fatigue
induced iEMG increases in control subjects and both
patient groups.27 The iEMG increases were, however,
significantly greater in the patient groups than in normal
subjects (fig 2). These abnormal iEMG increases in
patients with low back pain seemed to indicate that their
degree of central drive was greater than that in the normal
subjects, findings which suggest that the limiting factor
during the previously cited physical tests in patients with
low back pain was not a conscious lack of motivation or
central inhibition due to fear of pain.
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Understanding paraspinal muscle dysfunction in low back pain
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Figure 2 Changes in integrated EMG, as a percentage of the initial
values during a 60 seconds isometric posturalfatigue test in 11 patients
with postsurgical and nine patients with non-surgical low back pain and
28 normal controls. The results shown are means (SEM), but statistical
comparisons used the Mann-Whitney U test. The differences between
patients and controls became significantfrom 20 seconds onwards. There
were no significant differences between the patient groups.27.

What are the possible explanations for these findings? It
is plausible that the increased central drive noted in
patients with low back pain is secondary to the
radiographically and histologically proved peripheral
abnormalities within the neuromuscular apparatus itself.
To optimise function under such conditions atrophied or
denervated muscles might have developed 'non-
physiological' central activation patterns; for example,
patients with low back pain may preferentially activate
different parts or fibre-types of the same muscles, or
activate larger than normal groups of either fibre-type, or
activate more of the available muscles. The iEMG
differences between patients with low back pain and
control subjects were large, whereas the radiological
evidence for paraspinal muscle atrophy remains poor and
was only obtained after statistical manipulations.'7 There
is a possible explanation for these apparent discrepancies.
Perception of effort is known to correlate with the degree
of motor unit recruitment,28 and it may be that even minor
peripheral muscle abnormalities can induce large changes
in the pattern of central motor unit activation. During
physical tests patients with low back pain might well have
perceived greater effort, thus explaining their impaired
performance, but this appears justifiable and not
necessarily indicative of impaired motivation.
How can the results from these studies be used to help

patients with low back pain? It seems clear that paraspinal
muscle dysfunction does occur and that this is at least
partly due to disuse atrophy and denervation. The finding
of abnormal increases of central drive during postural
fatigue tests clearly suggests that patients with low back
pain were not poorly motivated during these tests, and this
may apply to the other physical tests. FurtherEMG studies
are required to substantiate the iEMG findings but, if
confirmed, such data could be used to convince patients,
their families, health care providers, and possibly also state
benefit sources that low back pain symptoms and
disabilities are not only 'in the mind'. One of the few
regimens which has been shown to give some benefit to
patients with chronic low back pain is specific and intensive
physiotherapy, which not only reduces pain but also
produces a degree of functional restoration.2930 Whether
or not this results from a reversal of atrophic muscle
changes is unknown, but the results were neither dramatic
nor prolonged. This may reflect the fact that the
physiological defect impairing paraspinal muscles
performance in patients with low back pain has not yet

been identified. Deciding which of the hierarchical steps
is malfunctioning in low back pain is not just of academic
interest since, before designing therapeutic regimens for
reversing muscle dysfunction, differentiating between its
causes is essential because the respective treatments may
be quite different. Further research is clearly required if the
cause and importance of paraspinal muscle dysfunction in
low back pain is to be fully ascertained, and some of the
EMG techniques discussed may represent worthwhile
tools to undertake such research.
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